
1300 EAST CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

Upcoming Work Activities:
• Curb and gutter replacement is underway on the west side of the roadway. Curb, 

gutter, sidewalk, and driveway approach replacement is almost completed on 

the east side of the roadway. We remind residents and pedestrians not to walk or 

drive on newly-poured concrete, as it requires several days of cure time.

• Next week, crews will begin installing pipe heading north from 2100 South to 

1700 South.
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Contact Us
Email: 1300east@slcgov.com    |    Hotline: 801-483-6898        

Website: www.slc.gov/mystreet/1300east

*Schedule is subject to change due to weather or unforeseen circumstances.

Safety:
• Motorists are reminded to watch out for trucks entering and leaving the work zone. Please make eye contact with operators 

before passing any equipment. This will help ensure that you are safe and clear to pass. Also, please mind the flaggers that are 
assisting with the safe flow of traffic.

Concrete Delays:  
Residents along 1300 East within the closed work zone may have observed a delay between when the curb, gutter, and drive 
approaches were framed for concrete and when they were actually poured.

Anticipated Timeline Overview:  
• Curb, gutter, sidewalk, and driveway approach replacement will continue along 

both sides of the roadway through mid-September 2019.
• Asphalt paving will follow, in mid-to-late September 2019.
• Completion of the new storm drain system is expected by mid-September 2019.  
• Phase 1 (2100 South to 1700 South) is expected to open in mid-October 2019.
• Phase 2 (1700 South to 1300 South) will begin in Spring 2020.
• Project completion is expected by Fall 2020.

This delay was due to two reasons:

1. The contractor framed the new concrete elements days in advance, so when the concrete is ready, crews aren’t held up 
waiting for framing to take place. 

2. The concrete supplier is currently trying to fulfill several orders throughout the county, leading to unexpected wait times for 
concrete delivery at all project sites, including ours. Crews are ready and eager to pour concrete as soon as it is delivered to 
our work site, but this situation is forcing them to wait between truck arrivals. The materials approval process on a federally-
funded project like this one is cumbersome, and procuring a new supplier at this point would lead to further delays.

We apologize for this inconvenience. Our goal is still to complete all work activities, including paving this section of the 

street, and have it open by mid-October.

• Granular Borrow placement is finishing up over the next couple of weeks. Granular Borrow is the first section of the new road 

that will be installed.

• Paving is tentatively scheduled to begin by mid-September.

• Crews are expecting to complete storm drain installation this week, south of the 1700 South intersection. Storm drain related 

work in the 2100 South/1300 East intersection will occur mostly at night.


